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"All blessed families have heard Father's words on how to move forward. Now everything depends on 

how you fulfill your responsibility. If you fulfill your responsibility, then your tribes and descendants will 

live in a free and happy world. You must prepare the environment. How you create the environment 

surrounding you during the remaining years of your life will determine the path to advance national 

restoration and world restoration." By True Mother. 

 

With great delight and love the crew of the Peaceful Families Organization expresses much appreciation 

to your love, interest and likes for HEALS, as well as being members of Peaceful families. 

 

Our latest moves have been very motivating to see. Our World Peace Home is undergoing rehabilitation, 

from an open dreaming uncompleted structure into an enclosed house, to host an agricultural academy. 

Our True Love Farm is also embracing a new stage where we intend to grow some crops to make money. 

 

Our last activities were based on laying a spiritual foundation by working hard to feed our fellow 

refugees. It was an exquisite experience where refugees stood up to feed other from their sweats. Now we 

want to raise money and develop an agricultural academy we wish to name: Heaven and earth agricultural 

research and training station (HEARTS). 

 

We will also be embarking on intensive and more formal outreach by organizing series of seminars, 

online lectures and rally to witness and raise a heavenly people like did Our True Parents. 

 



 

 

 
 

We wish to have many partners for this mustard seed initiative to make a better world. 

 

We gladly share this with you all. Be more inspired and positively inspired. 

 

Thanks. 

 

Cosmas O. OKUK (Founder) 

 

 


